An Outline Guide to Your Child’s Learning of the Summer Term 2017
Class 5 Location, Location, Location!
English

Poetry

Mystery and suspense stories

Formal letters

Older literature

Persuasive writing.

Maths
The children will cover the following
elements throughout the year:

Number

Recall of multiplication and division
facts up to 12 x 12.

(If this could be practised at home
to that would really benefit your
child)

Measurement

Geometry

Statistics

Music

C.P.S.H.E.

Performing sea shanties and other seaside related
songs.

Relationships,
sex education
and changes.

Geography

Map skills

Understanding human and physical features
of the Forest of Dean and Weston Super
Mare

Comparing features of a place and their uses.

Identifying how humans can damage or
improve the environment they live in.

Understanding the process of coastal erosion.

Ask questions to investigate a place and draw
conclusions from a survey.

Design
Technology

Modern Foreign
language

French
Weather,
Sports and
hobbies

Science
Lifecycles of
plants and
mammals
Changes to
humans as we
develop.

History

R.E.
Gospels

How have
Mitcheldean and
Weston Super Mare
changed over the
last century?


Art

Water colour
painting;
landscapes.

Computing.

P.E.

Cricket
Athletics
(Outdoor P.E. daps/
trainers will be
needed for both
sessions)
This is not a comprehensive list of everything that is covered for
example your child will be engaged in daily reading and spelling
activities and this term there will be a big focus on learning their
multiplication tables. However, this will give you a clearer idea of your
child’s studies, so that you can help them at home by talking through
key ideas and perhaps visiting the local library, taking them on related
trips or giving them the opportunity at home to undertake practical
maths activities like measuring, cooking or using time or money.
Working together we can make a difference for every child.

. Data Handling

Collecting data via a
survey and representing
the results.

Ice cream!
Designing and
making ice creams
of specific
flavours for our
enterprise
project.

The value for this term is Trust.

